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CHAPTER I
ST^TELBRT OB THE PR03LEL
The purpose of this study was to ascertain and analyze
the problems confronting the teacher of office practice in
the organizing of a course. It is a well known fact that
both the business men and the educators are aware that they
must combine their efforts in order to improve the status of
the beginning YJorker being provided by the secondary school.
In order to accomplish its purpose the following
objectives were set up:
1. To summarize the data needed by the beginning
teacher in organizing an office practice course.
2. To determine the basic curriculum needed in
order to instruct a student in the essential
skills and knowledges necessary for initial
employment
.
3. To determine the visual, audio-visual, and other
teaching aids available in the subject of
Office Practice.
The community of today faces a multitude of problems
in carrying on its daily activities. Some industrial
cities have grown to tremendous proportions because of
their activities during the war. Email cities have grown,
and everywhere the population has shifted from one place
to another. Me now find the cities and towns settling
down to something resembling normalcy. There are apparently
..
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2a sufficient number of jobs available in the various types
of work for all classes for salaries which remain on the
same high level that they were during the war. But, you
say, what has this to do with the schools? Many schools
are finding that the enrollment is shifting from the com-
mercial and other courses into the college course. In
questioning many students it is found that the parents desire
them to get a college education; that which they themselves
were never able to get. './he the r or not the child is capable
of doing the work required in the college course is of no
consequence, the only fact considered is that they are
financially able to send the child to college because of
the existing conditions. Many students now in the 10th and
11th grades are finding that they are not suited to the
college course and are finding their way into other courses
through guidance rather than sentiment. Undoubtedly as
business settles down to a peacetime routine and job analyses
are made and new standards of performance are set up, many jobs
will be consolidated and new, probably lower, salary schedules
set up. In addition to this, the cost of living is steadily
increasing, adding to the burden of the parents. Because
of these factors many parents will find that the fund that
had been put aside for their child r s education is rapidly
disappearing and that the child will have to prepare himself
to enter society through the doors of business rather than the
portals of the university.
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3Since it is quite evident that many of our graduates will
go directly from the secondary school into business, the
United business Education Association and the National
Office Management Association are attempting to combine their
efforts in setting up standard training and testing programs.
At the recent international meeting of the N.O.H.A. Professor
Hamden L. Forkner1 of Columbia university presented a nine-
point program for more effective education for all Americans:
This suggested program to be carried out through the combined
efforts of each local N.O.M.A, Chapter and the local boards
of education.
1. Every young American should be in school and
should remain there as long as he can profit
from a school urogram that is geared to his
needs
.
2. Education for young Americans should be free
at all grade levels and for each field of
specialization.
3. Only the most able people in our society should
be entrusted with the education of our children.
4. If there is any subject in the curriculum of the
elementary or secondary schools that does not
contribute to the maximum social and mental
development of young people, it should be
discarded immediately and the real interests and
needs of young people met in an adequate manner.
5. Preparation for college was the major task of
the American High School in the early years of
this century, but today only about one in five
ever enters college, and only one in five who
enters remains to graduate. Therefore the
school must take adequate account of the non-
college-bound youth and provide them with
^"Hamden L. Forkner. Professor of Education, Teachers
College Columbia university. Conference Proceedings N.O.H.A.
1947. Pages hy-bb.
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the kind of education that will fit them for
life
.
6. ioung people need to have experience in assuming
responsibility, in exercising initiative, and in
learning now how to get along with others.
7. Every young person when he leaves school needs
to have some preparation for earning a living.
8. Every boy and girl needs to be competent in the
fundamentals of reading, writing, computation,
and speaking.
9. A school cannot operate successfully and be
separated from the community and its many
interests and activities. Therefore, the
schools must concern themselves with community
problems, with using the community as a laboratory
and with drawing upon the community resources,
including people, to supplement the school resources
It is evident that we are going to have to give the
student that training that he desires in order to keep him in
school. In order to do this we will have to install an
adequate guidance and testing program and eliminate many of
the outdated "required” courses offered in so many of our
schools
.
At another of N.O .M.A. * s conferences McCahey^ states:
I have said that we have a wholesome respect
for general education. We also realize that
many of our students have a genuine need for
vocational training. This conclusion was
reached following a careful study based on a
comprehensive study in our schools by Super-
intendent Johnson in 1956, to determine what
was happening to our students after graduation.
James B. McCahey. "Education as an Aid to Management."
Conference Proceedings of the National Office Management
Association, 1946. Page 21.
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It was found that of those who entered high school
as freshman, not more than ten percent actually
entered college. In other words, for approxi-
mately ninety percent of those who entered high
school as freshmen, the high school was the last
institution in which they received formal training.
It is indisputable that the leading objectives
of this ninety percent are to secure information
and acquire skills helpful in making a living.
In order to strengthen the business education
program in the general high schools, a modernized
office practice program was recently established.
Beginning in the formative stages of the program,
the opinions of business executives Y/ere sought
and carefull}1- considered. This co-operation is
continuing with highly beneficial results.
From the various studies made, it is evident that for
every objective of general education ther is some phase of
business education that can substantially contribute to its
realization. Each pupil should be given the opportunity to
develop his educational interests to the best of his ability
and capacity in the direction that his aptitudes and interests
take him. The school must train the student so that the needs
of business are satisfied in regard to initial employment, and
that the number of students trained in each field ?/ill be
absorbed in business to the greatest possible extent. This can
be done only if business is satisfied as to quality of the
students being trained.
The tables in Chapters HI and IV are the results of a
recent survey made in the State of Connecticut in connection
with its proposed Handbook on business Education.
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In order to clarify some of the terms used in this paper
it may be well to quote them as defined by Garter V. Good 1 in
the Dictionary of Education
,
and in the Encyclopedia of Modern
pEducation edited by Harry N
.
Rivlin.
Office Practice : A course in the field of Business
Education taught in the secondary school or in college
and intended to perfect business students in the methods
and practices of business offices; may include practice
in preparing business forms and in operating office
machines
.
ulerical Practice : A business subject offered in
secondary schools, dealing with the various duties of
clerical workers in offices, such as filing and the
operation of duplicators, comptometers, billing machines;
a course intended to prepare less capable business
students to perform simple clerical tasks.
Secretarial Practice : This course has for its pur-
pose the integration of all of the student's secretarial
learnings in a situation approximating nearly as possible
actual office employment conditions. It is in this
course that such additional secretarial abilities are
developed as voi ce -writing-machine operation, filing,
and receptionist duties. Transcription is becoming an
integral part of secretarial education.
Skill Training : Vocational courses or portions of
courses that have as their principal objective, the
development in the student of certain specific abilities
that will have marketable value in business or industry.
Tran scriotion : The act or process of reproducing,
in longhand or at the typewriter, material taken from
dictation in shorthand.
^Carter V. Good. Dictionary of Education . New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945.
2
Harry JN, Rivlin. Encyclopedia of modern Education .
The Philosophical Library of New York City, T94S.
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Business Education : This refers to the area of
education which develops skills, attitudes and under-
standings essential for the successful direction of
business relationships.
Beginning 'Jo rke
r
: This term is used to cover the
traits of skill and personality considered necessary
by an employer of a high school business graduate.
Vocational guidance : The process of assisting
the individual to make the choice of an occupation,
prepare for it, enter upon, and progress in it.
Vocational Education ; In its broader sense,
"vocational education" refers to life-experiences,
education and training, both direct and indirect, that
fit one to carry on a socially useful vocation. In a
more restricted sense, "vocational education" refers
to specific functional training for useful employment.
The terms vocational education and vocational training
are used interchangeably.
Audio-visual Aids : Any device by means of which
the learning process may be encouraged or carried on
through the senses of hearing and sight simultaneously,
for example; sound film slides, sound motion pictures,
and television.
Vocational and skill training have been overstressed to a
great extent in the past, and we have almost completely ignored
the general education of the student in the business education
department. Bow the tendency is to ut the stress in exactly
the opposite direction. For many years there have been some
business men that have insisted that the academic graduate made
a far better worker than did the graduate of the commercial
department, but the academic graduate that is spoken of
possessed little or no general business knowledge. The voca-
tional training in the schools of today must be flexible in
order that the student may adapt himself to the work situation
upon graduation.
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8Since the content of the office practice course is deter-
mined by the needs of the local area, it will not be ami^s to
give a description of a local situation; the town of 7est haven,
Connecticut
.
v/est haven is located on Long Island Sound between the
communities of wew uaven and Milford, Connecticut. The popu-
lation of the town at the present time is about 55,000.
naving as large a population as this one would lead one
to suspect that the town would be quite a large industrial
area, but such is not the case. The nu jority of the town’s
residents work on the nearby cities of hew haven, Bridgeport,
and :7aterbury. it is interesting to note that a few of its
residents commute daily to new xork City, some 70 miles away.
The two largest industries in the community are those of
a tire manufacturing and textile weaving nature. Neither these
organizations nor the several small industrial concerns in the'
. (
*
community are capable of absorbing the business graduates of
the local high school. The nearby public utility, railroad,
insurance, and ammunition manufacturing. organizations engage
the majority of the graduates, while the remainder find
employment in the various banks, rubber companies, corset
manufacturers, and the small law offices.
The .Test haven high School has an enrollment of about
1500 students, and during the past year graduated a class of
500. Of this number approximately 100 were trained for
office work by the business department.
....
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The office practice course is offered for a full year in
the twelfth year, and each class is limited to twenty students
Of the five groups taught during the past year, two were
secretarial and three were clerical office practice classes.
The greater number of these students secured part-time employ-
ment several weeks ;rior to graduation, and entered into the
position on a full-time basis upon graduating. This situation
can be attributed to the close cooperation that exists between
the business organizations in the area and the business depart
merit of the high school.
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to which each machine is used in the local offices (2) the
cost of that and other machines of the same type (3) avail-
able repair facilities during the school year.
Many schools have unfortunately purchased machines of
which none were used in the area in which their graduates
worked, while other schools have purchased machines that have
lain idle for months because of the inavailability of a
qualified repairman.
Reporting on Office Training, Irol Balsley says: 1
Fhen the office-practice course was first added to
the curriculum, teachers tended to make it a text-
book course without giving much attention to co-
ordinating course content with job opportunities
and job requirements. More recently the tendency
has been to treat the textbook as a point of de-
parture or as a reference book in a laboratory type
of course.
More and more teachers are making occupational sur-
veys of the business and industrial areas served by
their schools to determine the types of jobs that
may be available to their graduates. But, signifi-
cantly, teachers are going a step beyond determining
the different types of jobs in offices and attempting
to differentiate between jobs open to inexperienced
workers and those for which only experienced workers
are hired; they are trying to determine the specific
duties and responsibilities of the jobs for which
their graduates may qualify.
It goes almost without saying, that it is practically an
impossible job to teach a course in office practice from a
text. The textbooks that contain courses on machines usually
Irol Whitmore Balsley.
Business Education Yearbook,
"Office Training.”
1948. p. 314.
American
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CHAPTER II
A DIG-EoT OF REC CNT STUDIES
A majority of the articles written on this subject are
to be found in the yearbooks of the various business educa-
tion associations, their monthly publications and in the
various business education and publishers publications.
Although the aims and objectives are almost universally
uniform, it will be found that the course content of the
local communities will differ greatly according to the
individual needs of the community.
After five years of investigation and deliberation the
Hartford JM. 0. A. A. Chapter Committee on Education brought
forth a report; 1 one of the recommendations being:
Office practice should be extended so as to give
the student a reasonable familiarity with the types
of office machines most extensively used in business
offices. Observations should be made to discover
students whose manual dexterity indicate that they
will succeed in business when skill in the use of
business machines is demanded.
In determining which make of machine of each type to
purchase, the factors to be considered are: (1) the extent
^Hartford N. 0. M. A. Chapter. "Business makes
recommendation to Board of Education." U. 3. E. A. Forum
Vol. II (December, 1947.)
-.
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do not contain information on the other aspects of office /
practice such as filing, personality, spelling, arithmetic,
etc. It is extremely fortunate that the various machine
manufacturers publish well-written manuals for instructional
use with their machines. The unfortunate situation is that
the manual does not usually fit exactly the local require-
ments of each teacher as to the time available and the
operation to be stressed.
In a recent follow-up study Hawke s^- found that the
current secretarial graduates of the Scituate High School
performed filing and telephone duties most frequently,
followed by dictation and transcription duties. Checking
further Hawke s discovered the various types of machines used
and the number of each make of machine in use. Studies of
this type by individual teachers in local areas will help
provide business with the type of beginning worker that it
needs
.
Another fine study was made by Carlson 2 on Reactions of
Selected ( 60) Business Hen Relative to the Employability of
High School Business Course u-raduates . This study limited
itself to high school business graduates, but, spread out in
Ruth E. Hawke s. A Follow-up Study of the Secretarial
Graduates of the Jcituate
,
Massachusetts
,
High School .
Master’s Thesis, Boston university, 1947.
p
Gunhild A. Carlson. Reactions ojT 3ele cte d ( 60 ) Business
Me n Relative to the Employability o_f High SchooT Business
Course Graduates . master’s Thesis, Boston university, 1^46.
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scope to include the graduates throughout the united otates.
The conclusions made were
:
1. It is evident that business men in general are
willing and eager to co-operate with the high
schools in the business training of the students.
2. There is almost complete agreement among these
business men as to the necessity for the school
to develop a well-integrated personality as well
as job competencies in their students.
3. business manners or deportment were given first
place in this need for pe£sonali ty development;
the most outstanding traits to be developed are
listed in the order of their importance, as
summarized from the replies given by these busi-
ness men:
A. oense of responsibility
b. Courtesy
C. Office manners
D. Attitude toward work
E. Less confidence in their own importance
F. A greater desire to work and earn ad-
vancement
4. A better system of selection must be devised in
the high school business course to prevent the
generally admitted 25 per cent mortality in
shorthand alone. It is obvious that many stu-
dents are in the business course, or in certain
divisions of it, who would be more successful in
other lines of endeavor.
5. There is almost unanimous agreement among these
business men that the schools are successfully
developing speed proficiency in business subjects;
however, there is also emphatic agreement on the
point that speed without accuracy is valueless.
Accuracy and neatness were most fre uently listed
as among the prime objectives in the teaching of
business subjects.
6. iince the teacher T s personality and competency are
all important in the development of proper busi-
ness attitudes and job competencies, it was urged
by these business men that the teachers seek to
establish business standards in their teaching in
so far as possible. This necessitates greater
<.
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interest and knowledge in actual business
requirements. To maintain instructional stan-
dards based on job requirements, the teachers
must have experienced these requirements by
having completed similar duties satisfactorily
themselves
.
It is apparent that the business men throughout the
country are not only willing to help the schools train better
students, but that they are doing something about it. Per-
sonnel directors of many companies are going out of their way
to present lectures to the prospective graduate. Manufac-
turers are loaning and giving business machines and equipment
to schools for training use. A great number of excellent
films have been produced and are available to schools free of
charge, it is evident then that business is striving to do
its share.
The teacher has quite a job facing him in order to meet
the demands of business. The many -personal qualities that
business would like developed in each student must be
possessed by the teacher if he is to impart them to the stu-
dent. The business competency on the part of the teacher can
best be obtained through actual business experience on the
part of the teacher. One statement points out that although
schools are developing speed in many subjects, speed without
accuracy is of no value in business. On this subject Bowman -*"
^./allace B. Bowman. "Little Things Count." U. 3. B. A.
Bo rum
,
vol. H, May 1948, p. 15.
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points out that:
In many cases it may be wise to give major attention
to simple assignments but to insist that those assign-
ments be performed with a high degree of quality. It
seems of less importance to teach a student to prepare
a fair copy of a difficult stencil job than to prepare
an excellent copy of a simple stencil job. usually in
the office, repetition - and there is a great deal of
repetition in the office - will help the student to
extend the skills he already has and to prepare more
and more difficult types of work. The basic ability
to do a good job, however, must be present.
Host business men feel that if the schools will provide
the basic fundamentals that business itself will provide the
skilled training according to the specific needs of the par-
ticular organization. It would be very impractical for any
teacher to attempt to equip his students with the information
necessary to handle the many beginning positions in the varied
fields of endeavor that he might enter.
In an attempt to determine just what activities the
beginning employee performed, Stockman1 conducted a study
of group and individual activities. His findings follow
in part:
Edgar R. Stockman. "Office Activities Demanded of
beginning Employees
.
tf Journal of business Education.
January, 1947. Pages ——
..
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GROUP ACTIVITIES IN ORDER
TABLE I
OF IMPORTANCE OF 427 OFFICE EMPLOYEES
Number Percent Number
Activity performing Performing for whom
the group the group a major
;
activity activity activity
Office machines (incl. typ .) 405 94.9 252
General clerical activities 398 93.2 149
Typewriting activities 366 85.7 245
Use telephone 360 84.3 167
Filing activities 345 80.8 132
Mailing activities 316 74.0 105
"Meeting people" 281 65.8 112
Bookkeeping activities 198 46.4 96
Dictation activities 193 45.2 93
Banking activities 173 40.5 50
Outside office activities 170 39.8 30
=#

TABLE II
MO ST FREQUENTLY PERFOEMED ACTIVITIES OF 427 OFFICE EMPLOYEES
Number Percent Number
Duty performing performing for whom
activity activity a major
activity
Use a typewriter 366 85.7 237
Answer telephone 335 78.5 199
Address envelopes 281 65.8 128
File mat. in alphabetic order 275 64.4 142
Use adding machine 232 54.3 121
Get other persons on line 228 53.4 106
Look up names and adresses 219 51.3 95
Insert letters in envelopes 206 48.2 91
Type form letters 202 47.3 96
Take orders over telephone 193 45.2 95
Fold letters 191 45.2 90
Type dictated letters 185 43.3 102
Give information to callers 185 43.3 81
Get incoming mail 177 41.5 102
File carbon copies 177 41.5 92
File material, numerical order 173 40.5 85
Accept papers and packages 172 40.3 72
Sharpen pencils 170 39.8 78
Open mail by hand 164 38.4 78
Tyne letters by instructions 164 38.4 75
Type statements 161 37.7 75
Direct callers 160 37.5 76
Hear complaints by tel. etc. 160 37.5 61
Operate calculator 152 35.6 75
Seal mail by hand 152 35.6 63
Order office materials 151 35.4 66
Make folders and titles 149 34.9 55
Give orders over telephone 147 34.4 70
(
18
From the results of this study it can be seen that the
typewriter takes precedence in use over all other, duties, it
would seem evident, therefore, that vie are justified in pre-
senting typewriting as a separate course apart from other office
activities. Next we find listed the office machines and
general clerical activities. These duties are closely
followed by the telephone and filing activities. Since these
activities are rated so high on the list it would seem to sub-
stantiate the contention of most business educators that
clerical practice is the most useful of the various types of
office practice, along with the office machines course, since
typewriting runs so high on the list the secretarial office
practice would rank third followed by the course in
V
bookkeeping office practice.
it is interesting to note that of the twenty-eight items
listed only five of them specifically need a knowledge of type-
writing, while only one deals with the use of shorthand. ihis
would seem to substantiate the statements to the effect that
vie are - training too many people for stenographic and book-
keeping positions, it has been stated by Clinton Heed-'- that
only fourteen out of one hundred students trained in these
fields are gainfully employed in positions using this training.
ill
Heed, Clinton. New York lierald Tribune. December 19,
1939.
i •
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Since the subject of filing is used by almost every
office employee it is an activity that may well be taught
to all,
\
In addition to the duties required of ail employees
there are many traits which each student trained in the
public high school business department should possess.
A list of these duties has been compiled by VI, W. Charters
and Isadore B. Whitley in An Analysis of Secretarial Traits
and Duties.^ This list is reproduced on page 20.
II, 77. Charters and 1. B. Whitley. An Analysis of
Secretarial Duties and Traits . Baltimore ;i Ilians and
Wilkins, 1924.
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DESIRABLE TRAITS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
Accuracy
Responsibleness
Dependability
intelligence
Courtesy
Initiative
Judgment
Tact
Personal Rleasantne ss
Personal Appearance
Interest in Tork
Speed
Reticence
Adaptability
Businesslikeness
Neatness
Memory
Good Breeding
Poise
Self-Confidence
Graciousness
Honesty
Health'
Industriousness
Executive Ability
Loyalty
Pleasant voice
Orderliness
Grooraing
Alertness
Drive
Ambition
Curiosity
Forcefulness
Foresight
Thoughtfulness
Thoroughness
Willingness
Modesty
Originality
Patience
Resourcefulness
Self-Control
Versatility
Fairness
Self-Respect
Sense of Humor

In noting accuracy at the top of the list, we should
remember that business does not grade the work of the employee
on a sliding scale as to the degree of accuracy. In business
the work is either entirely correct as to accuracy or it is
incorrect. Therefore it may be well for us to remember that
it is perhaps best that we train each student to progress to
the best of his ability, but, to be accurate no matter what
his rate of progress be. If the teacher will check through
the preceding list, he will note that there is hardly an item
in which the student cannot be aided materially to some
extent
.
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CHAPTER III
OFFICE PRACTICE IN THE MODERN CLASSROOM
It would be an impossible task to contact all of the
employers throughout the country in order to determine their
wants; to contact the many teachers in order to check the
course content, and to then check with each school board
in order to determine their willingness and aoility to
provide the necessary funds needed to set up and carry on
the program needed for the particular community. These
facts in mind, the following methods of gathering the
desired information were employed:
1. By personal interviews with some of the office practicej
teachers from cities and towns of various size in the
State of Connecticut.
2. By analyzing the results of a questionnaire sent out
by the Department of Business Education of the State
of Connecticut concerning the office practice and
office machines courses in the state. Results were
obtained from seventy-one of the ninety-two p blic
and private high schools to whom questionnaires were
sent
.
3. By analysis of previous research carried on in respect
to office practice by educators and employers and re-
ported in the many books, magazines, research studies,
theses, and conferences published by them.
The interviews were held with the teachers in fifteen
communities of various sizes and of varied business activities.
By using this method of interviewing the teacher in his own
I.
<
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.
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school, the local situation could be analyzed and a close
inspection of the physical setup of the office practice
classroom could be made.
Although surveys have been made from time to time concern!
ing the office practice course, there is always room for one
more survey since the course and its contents are always under-
going a change in order to keep up with the very changing
trends of the modern business office. Although this report may
be complete and satisfy all of the demands of business today,
there will undoubtedly have to be many changes made to satisfy
the business office of a year from now.
It is certainly encouraging to follow the trend of coop-
eration between business men and educators as it is indicated
in their reports in the various publications. The National
Office management Association and the United Business .Education
Association, along ith the Eastern Business Teacher T s Assoc-
iation are several of the organizations that are leading the
way in improving our educational facilities through cooperation
AIA
3
AND OBJECTIVES
Originally the aim of the office practice course, and in
fact any commercial subject, was that of vocational training.
It has been found, however, that this aim by itself is not
justifiable. The course has been found to be that course in
which it is possible to tie together the loose ends of the
various business subjects; to teach general office deportment,
.-
.
.
.
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proper dress, business ethics, proper work habits, and is the
closest approach to the business office that the secondary
school can reach.
The course should be of imnediate value, and should be
the basis or foundation for further study and advancement in
the field, inany schools have a cooperative training program
which affords the student the opportunity to actually put to
use that training that he has been given in the high school.
Although this training should be through and complete, it must
not be too complicated or too advanced. The success of the
business student in the business world will be the proof as
to whether the training has been a success or not.
The course of study for the Boston Public Schools-'- states
that the following should be the four main objectives to be
i
accomplished in an office practice course:
i
1. To acquaint pupils with the equipment of the modern
business office.
2. To teach the operation of various machines and to
develop skill in ma chine manipulation.
5. To amplify and supplement the theoretical instruction
given in the bookkeeping and stenography classes.
4. To provide opportunity for all coi-mercial pupils to
have machine instruction, intensive and extensive
according to the individual ability of the pupil.
•'•Course of Btudy. Commercial Department, Boston, mass.,
1932
.. 1
1
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The term "Office Practice" as used in this course and the
term "Office Training" as used in similar courses is undoubted L
confusing and misleading, in order to clear up some of this
confusion, Table ill lists the various titles given to these
and other courses covering much of the same material.
y
25
TABLE III
UIA33IFI CATION OF COURSE TITLES
Course Titles
Number of
Schools
Offering
Office practice • 31
Clerical practice 9
Office machines 4
Business practice 2
Office and clerical practice 1
Key-Driven calculator course 1
.Secretarial practice 1
Secretarial uffice practice 1
Machine practice 1
bookkeeping 1
Typewriting 11 1
Bookkeeping-stenography 1
Others ^titles not listed) 6
No one can predict what the exact duties of any secretary
will be in any one particular position that she might secure;
however, many jobs have been analyzed and we can predict with
some measure of success as to the general duties that are as-
signed to most beginning office workers. From this knowledge,
the following list of course objectives; and, the competencies
knowledges and skills to be attained by the beginning office
worker has been set up.
..
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Ob je ctives
1. The co-ordination of business skills and knowledges
through practical application and utilisation of all
separate business subjects under conditions of unified
office performance.
2. To reproduce as closely as possible, a typical office
setup in order to help the students adapt themselves
to the various tasks that the 3r will perform on the job.
3. To determine hov; well students can take orders, under-
stand them, and execute them.
4. To determine and help stimulate individual intiative
and ability.
5. To develop cooperation and desirable attitudes towards
fellow office workers and employers.
6. To present office practice through a social viewpoint
rather than only through a limited sense of skilled
performance
.
Competencies
1. The ability to apply the principles of mathematics in
.
everyday office procedure.
2. To be able to read and spell correctly, and to write
in a legible manner.
3. To be able to meet and handle people and to answer the
telephone correctly.
4. To understand the use of manual and automatic mechanisms
connected with the various office machines.
5. To recognize office equipment and materials and use at
the proper time and in the correct sequence.
Knowledges : General
1. Knowledge of business and office organization; the
lines of authority, resoonsiblity
,
and promotion.
2. Economic and social status of the clerical worker.
3. Knowledge of "white-collar’’ union.
.,
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Specific
1. Keference books and sources of materials.
2. Types of business correspondence.
3. Business and legal forms.
4. Postal services and information.
5. Employment opportunities in offices.
6. Information on traffic, shipping, and transportation
of goods.
7. Money ar.d banking.
8. Travel information.
Skills
1. Motion economy. The elimination of useless motion
thereby saving time and energy.
2. Perception. How, where, and in what order to look;
the length of time of eye fixation.
3. Judgement. Evaluating the jobs to be performed.
4. Clerical processes.
a. Calculating, adding, multiplying
b. Classifying, distributing, tabulating
c. writing, copying, recording
d. Translating, coding, checking
e. interviewing, making decisions, exercising judgment
f. Ke^inT, perceivi^"
g. Attending machines
h. Preserving, destroying
i. Duplicating
j. Transmitting, reporting
Organization
In planning the course the teacher must first of all con-
sider the size and location of the community, also its needs.
Normally a large city will need a variety of machines, and wil]|
need more of each machine than will the small community. On tb|
..
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other hand, the smaller communities in some cases will have or^
or two large concerns needing more office workers than the
community can actually provide. Again, it is entirely possibly
that the community may possess no business facilities whatso-
ever but yet, be located in a strategic position near many
communities needing all of the office workers that the
community is able to provide.
In order to ascertain just what type of training should
be given, the school should inquire as to the type of workers
that are needed by the local concerns. Also, the various type
of machines that these people will operate in these organiza-
tions. There can be no possible reason for teaching the billing
machine if none are in use in the area in which the school
provides the office workers, it has been found that business
men want beginning employees possessing a good basis for
skill and who are well-mannered, neat, and well groomed. xhes£
personal traits are just as important to the business man as a[jre
the skills and other clerical qualities that the student may
possess.
Course Placement
The logical place for an office practice course is in the
twelfth year. This holds true regardless of the size or of thfe
location of the school, since the course aim is to put into
practical use as many of the learnings and techniques as
possible from the courses already completed. Table IV
f
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presents the placement of office practice by 43 schools in
the State of Connecticut.
TABLE IV
PLACET TENT OF COURSE BY 43 SCHOOLS
Year Offered Number of
Schools
Offering
Eleventh Year 5
Year 38
The majority of the schools were found to be offering a
one-year course, and this was being offered in the tv/elfth
year. Only one school offered a two-year course. That
particular school planned the first year as an acquaintance-
ship course to aid the drop-outs and to introduce the filing
methods and machines that were to be learned on a skill
basis during the tv/elfth year.
TABLE V
LENGTH OF OFFICE PRACTICE COURSE
Number of Percent of
Length Schools Schools
Offering Offering
One -half year 9 13
One year 35 50
Two years 1 1
Other lengths 2 3
No course offered 11 14
Combined with other courses 13 18
..
V ,
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Of the two schools not specifying the length of the course
one school sets the course up each year according to the needs
of the community, while the other school regulates the length
of its course according to the ability of the students.
Breaking down the course to the two major topics that
usually make up the course, it was found that the minimum
length of time spent in teaching filing was five periods,
while the maximum was sixty periods. (Table VI)
TABLE VI
TBUE SPENT ON PILING INSTRUCTION
Length of instruction Periods
Minimum 5
Maximum 60
Average of 45 Schools 25
TABLE VII
TIME SPENT ON MACHINE INSTRUCTION
Length of instruction Periods
Minimum 5
Maximum 180
Average of 31 Schools (Full-year course) 73
Average of 7 Schools (Half-year course) 24
..
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From Table VII it can be seen that the length of the machir
unit ranges from one week up to the entire school year. The
Average time spent by the schools offering the year of office
practice on both filing and. machines is 98 periods, leaving
about 80 periods to teach the general clerical topics, office
techniques, etiquette and the related topics.
es
Prerequisites
The majority of the schools require one year cf typewriting
as a prerequisite for office practice, while a few schools alio?
both courses to be taken simultaneously. This is important,
since many of the present day bookkeeping machines require a
knowledge of typewriting in their operation.
A sound training in English is necessary, especially for
those students studying shorthand or those operating transcri-
bing machines. Since much of our work in the offices is still
done in longhand, some training should be given along this
line also.
Some proficiency in business arithmetic is needed in
order to understand the operation of some of the adding aid
calculating machines. The students’ skill on these machines
will proceed at a much faster rate if he understands the
fundamental arithmetical processes.
^
many organizations have classified the functions performed
by each of the various classes of office workers employed by
them, and also the educational and work experience necessary
.f
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to handle each job. One such classification has been compiled
by the Boston Chamber of Commerce.
Class i Stenographers, Dictaphone Operators, Typists
Class IA Secretarial Stenographers
.
Handles
executive correspondence by dictation, but often on
own responsibility-carries on detail of admini-
stration work—makes effective and works policies
of the executive. Administrative ability required.
Class IB Sxpert Stenographers . Expert knowledge
of shorthand. Able to report meetings and con-
ferences and write technical dictation. A limited
knowledge of the company f s business routine required
—
ability to type with speed and accuracy.
Class IC Regular Stenographers
,
first class
.
Good command of shorthand for every-day correspondence.
Handle executive correspondence as dictated—
ability to type with speed and accuracy—commercial
or high school education preferred.
Class ID Regular Stenographers
,
se cond class .
Fair command of shorthand for every-day correspondence.
Ability to type with medium speed and a tolerable
degree of accuracy.
Class IS Dictaphone Typists . Able to transcribe
dictation with high speed and accuracy from
Dictaphone --no shorthand required. High school
education or its equivalent required.
Class IF Expert Typists . clerks with ability to
typewrite with high degree of accuracy and speed-
or to do copy work of an involved and technical
character with speed and accuracy-able to handle
difficult tabulations and statistical work, nigh
School education preferred.
Class lG Re gular Typists . Clerks with ability
to typewrite the simplest form of copy work with
mechanical skill and accuracy-order writer f s
—
frequently form letter writers, etc. Beginner*
s
knowledge of typewriting required.
^Boston Chamber of commerce. "Classifi cation of Office
Jobs” Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Dew York. 1930.
X.
.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF OFFICE MACHINES BY FUNCTIONS
1
1. Accounting
A. Bookkeeping
Addressing Machines
Autographic Kegisters
Bookkeeping Machines
Ledger-Posting Desks
Loose-Leaf Devices
Posting-Machine Desks
Time Recording Devices
Typewriters
B. Billing
Addressing machines
Autographic and manifolding Kegisters
Billing machines
Calculating Machines
Copy-nolder
s
Duplicating Machines
Fomis-Cut and Loose-Leaf
Slide -Rules
Typewriters
C. Money Handling
Cash Kegisters
check certifiers
Check Endorsers
Check Protectors and Writers
Coin-Changing Devices
coin-Counting machines
Coin-.Yrapping machines
Perforating machines
Signature Devices
D. Statistics
Adding machines
calculating machines
Loose-Leaf Devices
Slide -Rules
Tabulating Machines
Typewriters
Leffingwell, Y.H., The Office Appliance Manual, New iorlj.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1926.
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2. Recording Cash and Credit Transactions
Adding Machine
s
Adding Machine-Cash Register
Autographic Cash Registers
Autograph Registers
Cash Registers
Credit Registers
Loose-Leaf Devices
3. Correspondence
A. Incoming Hail
Time 3tamps
Letter Openers
B. Answering Mail
Copy -holders
Dictating Machines
Typewriters
C. Outgoing Mail
Addressing Machines
Envelope Sealers
Permit Ma chine s-Metering and Non-Metering
Pre -Canceled Stamp Machines
Scale s
Stamp Affixers
4. Circularizing
Addressing Machines
Duplicating Machines
Envelope Feeders
Fo1 ding Machines
Permit Machines
Pre canceled Stamp Machines
Scales
Sealing Machines
Stamp Affixers
..
.
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5.
Shipping
Addressing Machines
Autographic Registers
Label-pasting Machines
Package -Typing Machines
Parcel-Post Machines
Sealing Machines
Stamp Affixers
Stencil-Gutting Machines
Tape Sealing Machines
71ax 3e a 1 ing Ma ch i ne s
6.
Intercommunication
Cable Systems
Duplicating Machines
Electric Charge Authorization System
Electric Paging Systems
Handwriting Transmitting Machines
Pneumatic Tubes
Te le graph Ty oewrite r
s
Telephone Credit Systems
Typewriters
'.Tire Carriers
6. Filing Operations
Filing Equipment
Filing Supplies
Finding and Filing Systems
Visible index Systems
7. General Utility Devices
Dating Stamps
Finding and Filing Devices
Furniture
Intercommunicating Systems
Paper Cutters
Paper Punches
Perforating Machines
Synchronized Time Systems
Telephones
Typewriters
Visible indexes
-.
.
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PURCHA SE OP EQUIPMENT
When purchasing equipment there are several questions
that should be kept in mind. Is the machine in sufficient
general use to warrant its purchase? How much instruction
does the operator need? Will the machine be used con-
stantly throughout the year? How long will it be before
the machine becomes obsolete? What operations can be
performed on the machine?
Although many offices use electrically driven machines,
manual machines may satisfactorily meet the needs of the
classroom, if rebuilt machines are being purchased, they
should be obtained from the factory with guarantees as to
future repair and upkeep.
The use to which the machines can be put depends to a
great extent upon the supplies which can be purchased
especially for use by the students. Many communities finan-
cially are unable to procure the machines needed for instruc-
tional use and have found the local Chamber of Commerce only
too happy to assist in getting cooperation from the local
merchants and manufacturers.
In organizing an office practice course the follow-
ing machines are suggested as being the minimum essential
equipment
.
1. Transcription unit
1 Transcriber
1 Typewriter
•
•
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Cabinet for Supplies
1 Set Permanent Ke cords
2. Calculating and Listing unit
1 Key-driven Calculator
1 Crank-driven Calculator
1 Full-bank Lister
1 Ten-key Lister
Desk for supplies
3. Duplicating unit
1 Mimeograph-Stencil
1 Liquid Duplicator
2 Standard Typewriters
2 Styli—1 ball point
1 wire loop
1 Scotch rape dispenser
1 Paper cutter
1 Stapler
1 Letter guide
1 Office punch
1 Shelf-type cabinet
The suggested minimum office machines equipment in the
transcription unit can be increased by a dictator, a
shaver and additional typewriters. It can also be
increased by several transcribers.
-.
.
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The calculating and listing machines unit may be in-
creased to accommodate more students according to
money available in a given community. The Committee
suggests the addition of Ley-driven Calculators,
Crank-driven calculators, Full-bank Listing Machines,
Ten-kev Listing Machines, and Lookkeeping Machines.
The duplicating machines unit may be increased to
include a getaline duplicator, mimeoscope, and
possibly a multigraph duplicator and an addressing
machine
.
4. Other machines may be added as needed, such as;
check-writers, numbering machines, three-way punch,
line-a-time s , postal scales, and a switchboard if
the latter is needed.
5. The filing unit may be increased to accommodate a
larger number of students per class that will include
other types of filing.
Cost of Equipment
Laturally the teacher does not have to bear the
expense of purchasing the sup lies and machines used
in the office practice course; however, 'she should be
aware of the expense connected with their purchase.
This information is necessary when requesting the
purchase of new equipment by the school board, and is use
ful information to present to the students in order to
impress them in the care and handling of equipment.
?.
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It would be impossible to list tine prices of all the
varied supplies and equipment; but, there are several very
fine articles written on this subject in volume V of the
American business Education Yearbook! An article by
Collins on uffice Training Equipment*2 gives the following
information on several of the machines used in an office
practice course
:
Duplicating machines
.Stencil duplicators. The h'imeograph machine
manufactured by the A. B. Dick Company is the most
commonly used stencil duplicating machine on
the market. The cost of these duplicators
range in price from $125 for the hand-operated
machine to $862.50 for the newest streamlined
electric drive Mimeograph equipment. The
company also sells portable Mimeoscopes.
The illuminated drawing board, Limeoscope 9, is cur-
rently quoted at $23. The yearly service charges
on these machines vary with the type of contract:
for schools their charge is $16 to $26 a year and
for commercial drain contracts from $30 to $39
yearly. The stencils which the A. B. Dick Company
manufacture cost from $2.90 to $10.50 a quire. The
company supolies such helpful accessories as Styli,
Lettering u-uides, and Bcreen Plates for shading
effects. They also furnish instructions free of
charge
.
1
American Business Education Yearbook. Volume V.
Physical Layout, Equipment, Supplies for Business Education,
1948.
%ay Y. Collins. "Office Training Equipment" American
Business Education Yearbook
,
Volume V, 1948.
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Fluid Duplicators. A modern roller type
fluid duplicator is the REX-o-graph, manufactured
by REX-o-graph, Inc. These duplicators range in
price from $82 to $625. This machine requires no
ink, no stencils, and no gelatin. It requires a
mater copy which can be typed on either a standard
or noiseless typewriter and can be used over arid
over again until the maximum number of copies
have been made. Several hundred legible copies
can be made from one master. The machine takes
paper sizes from 3” x 5” to 14 tT x 17”. The cost
of supplies— carbon paper, master pacer, fluid,
etc. is relatively low.
Gelatin Duplicators. One of the best known
gelatin duplicators is that manufactured by Ditto,
Inc. These duplicators cost from $110 for the
small model to $975 for the large model of the
rotary type. The gelatin rolls for a flat-bed
model are quoted at $7.25 to $16.25, depending
upon size. Do manufacture also a fluid duplicator.
The price ranges from $225 to $745. 7/hile the
gelatin and fluid duplicators are not alike in
operation, the copies they produce are similar
in appearance. These machines, therefore, may be
used for similar types of work. The small,
inexpensive models are widely used for inter-
office communi cation, notices to personnel,
to salesmen and others.
Voice -Re cording and Voice-Vriting Machines .
The recording and transcribing instruments
that are currently best known are the Dictaphone,
the Ediphone, and the Sound-Scribe r. The Dicta-
phone Sales Corporation manufactures the Dictaphone
equipment, the Thomas A. Edison Company manu-
factures the Ediphone equipment, and the Sound-
Scriber Corporation manufactures the Sound-Scriber
equipment. The Dictaphone and the Ediphone
Transcribing machines use cylinders for recording,
and the Sound-Scriber uses discs. Although these
machines differ in operation, they are all used
to supplement the regular stenographic work in
business offices.
The prices of the Ediphone and the Dictaphone
machines are about the same. The Ediphone s range
in price from $249.10 for the desk dictating
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instrument to $468.52 for the electronic dictation
and conference recording instruments. The trans-
cribing instruments range in price from $249.10 to
$272.95. The shaving or resurfacing instruments
cost from $166.42 to $178.08.
With each of the transcribing instruments
purchased for instructional purposes, the com-
panies furnish a teacher T s manual, a set of full-
length practice records, a student ’s textbook,
and qualifying tests. The wax cylinders used
with these instruments are quoted at 59 cents to
75 cents each, in lots of one dozen.
The Sound-Scriber desk recorder is currently
quoted at $509.35, and the transcriber at $238.92.
The discs come in three standard sizes--3" for
4 minutes’ recording, 5" for 15 minutes’ record-
ing, and 7” for 30 minutes recording. These
discs are plastic, mailable, fileable, and
"virtually indestructible," and they range in
price from $1.50 to $9.75 per hundred.
.adding and Calculating Machines .
Adding machines. A number of concerns manu-
facture full-bank and ten-key adding or listing
machines. These machines are used where it is
more advantageous to record or list each amount
that is adde
,
for example, fdr such purposes as
payrolls, sales listings, and the like. Prices
for these machines range from $50 up, depending
upon capacity and whether the machines are hand
or electrically operated. One of the most widely
used full-bank listing machines is the 8-column
machine, hand-operated Burroughs. The price for
this model is currently quoted at $184; the electri
model at $284. The Remington Band hand-operated,
ten-key listing machine, extending to 7-columns,
and without subtraction key, is quoted at $120,
and the electric model, with subtraction key, at
$163, both less the usual school discount.
Calculating Machines. These machines are
usually classified as key-driven and rotary
(crank driven) calculators. Key-driven calcu-
lators require many hours of instruction for
the development of rapid and efficient operation.
I .
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They are used chiefly for rapid addition and
multiplication, and a competent operator will
perform all work by the touch system. The two
best known machines of this type on the market
are the burroughs, manufactured by the burroughs
Adding machine Company, and the Comptometer,
manufactured by the re It & Tarrant Company.
The prices for the burroughs range from $404
to $730, depending upon capacity, and for the
8- column Comptometer, from $450 for the hand-
operated model to $466 for the electric model.
On the rotary or crank-driven calculators,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division can be performed with equal ease. The
three best known calculators of this type are
the Monroe, the Marchant, and the Friden. All
of these companies furnish hand-operated as well
as electric models. The manually operated models
are widely used in schools because of their low
price; in business, however, over 90% of the
machines used are electrically operated. Wherever
it is possible, therefore, it is suggested
that schools be equipped with at least one
electrically operated model.
Hotary calculators range in price from $185,
for the nonroe Educator, to $750, for a marchant
model equipped with automatic division and
multiplication.
Special Machines
Wide-Carriage Typewriters. The ever
increasing demand for statistical reports makes
it necessary to have pupils become familiar with
a standard wide-carriage typewriter, if such a
machine cannot be a )ermanent part of the office
practice equipment, some arrangement should be
made whereby it can be at least a temporary loan,
or, where possible, borrowed from the administra-
tive office of the school. The current price of
an 18" carriage typewriter iRoyal) is quoted at
$197.50, the 20" carriage at $222.50.
Electric Typewriters. There are several makes
of electric typewriters; some have an electric
adaptation, such as the electric carraige return,
..
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and others are completely electrified: touch,
carriage return, and backspacer. The Electro-
rnatic typewriter, which is fully electrified
and is manufactured by the international
Business Machines company, is quoted at ;:j;290,
for the 12” carriage, standard correspondence
machine
.
The Varityper. This typewriter permits the
use of several different styles and si 2:es of type,
and by means of an automatic justification device
it is also possible to vary the number of
characters typed to the inch and the spacing
between lines. Because this type and space
variation can be used so effectively, type-
written work can be mace especially attractive.
This is particularly true of duplicated booklets
and pamphlets when the stencils or master
copies have been prepared on this machine. The
price range of the vari typer is p300 to tfQOO
,
depending upon attachments and the style and size
of the machine.
uf the sixty schools having machine equipment in the
Connecticut Survey, the stencil duplicator was by far the most
popular piece of equipment. The next machines in popularity
were the adding-listing machines and the transcribing machines
it may seem odd to find so many schools teaching the trans-
cribing machine, but it is not so odd when one considers the
number of insurance companies that these schools are
sup plyin with transcribing machine operators.

T.tiBLE VIII
TYPE 3 OF MACHINES AND APPLIANCES
IN V/HICH INSTRUCTION IS GIVEN
Machine
Number of
Schools
Instructing
Stencil Duplicators 52
Liquid Duplicators 42
Gelatin Duplicators 19
Adding-Listing Machines 45
Transcribing Machines 45
Key-Driven Calculators 40
Crank-Driven Calculators 41
Check Writers 17
Staplers 47
Paper Cutters 47
File Baskets 55
Paper Punches 28
Electric Typewriters 9
Varitypers 4
Long Carriage Typewriters 26
Although only nine schools list the electric typewriter
as being taught at the present time, there are undoubtedly
many more schools that will offer it in the near future.
METHODS OF TEACHING
There are six general plans used in the teaching of
office practice of which three are more generally used at
the present time.
Battery Plan . This plan is used more generally in the
larger city schools where many students are needed in busi-
ness and where the school budget is capable of standing the
strain caused by the purchase of a quantity of expensive
.
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machines. Even the large cities find it difficult to keep
twenty or thirty machines of one type in constant daily use
throughout the school year. This is undoubtedly the best
plan as the student can receive real skill training in a
full year course on one machine, it is doubtful that any
less time than that will give any real skill value to the
student
.
Rotation Plan . This is the plan that the majority of
the small schools use. Where a minimum of machines are
available to the students, the teacher usually begins by
training one or two students on each machine and at
specified intervals the students rotate from machine to
machine with the students assisting the teacher by
"teaching" the student replacing him on his machine.
Integrated Laboratory Plan
.
In this plan the class-
room is set up as an office with its various departments
containing the machines and equipment necessary to carry
on the work of that department. Such departments as
billing, filing, cashiering, mailing, ordering, bookkeeping et|c
are set up" and work is carried on from one department to the
other in the same fashion that it would be in a regular
business. This plan is carried out to varying degrees
according to the funds and equipment available for setting
up the laboratory.
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Dictation Plan , This is normally part of the advanced
dictation course with an emphasis placed on transcription
and dictation. Little work is done in connection with the
other machines and equipment in use in an office.
Recitation Plan. This plan is used when no equipment
is available. A series of lectures are given on the machine
by the instructor. This plan is very far from being
satisfactory.
Typewriting Plan
. Typewriters form the basis of
instruction in this plan aided by one or two machines,
usually a mimeograph and a calculator or adding machine.
Many of the schools have set up three types of office
practice courses in an attempt to train the students with a
specific set of aims in view. The following are the three
courses usually offered, with the objectives for each course
Bookkeeping Office Practice
1. To develop vocational skill on one bookkeeping
machine
.
2. To correlate the theory and practice of the
bookkeeping II classes with the bookkeeping
machine operation.
3. To develop a working knowledge of two or three
of the following types of machines: billing,
duplicating, calculating, or transcribing
machines.
4. To develop a working knowledge of the alphabetic
and numeric systems of filing.
..
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Secretarial Offi ce Practice
1. To correlate the work done in the typewriting
and shorthand classes and to provide a study
of advanced business correspondence.
2. To develop vocational skill on transcribing
machines or in filing, or in both.
3. To understand the standards of work required
in an office, and appreciate the routine of
an office,
(
4. To recognize the value of a good appearance,
pleasing manners, and a desirable attitude.
5. To develop a working knowledge on duplicating,
calculating, and other small office machines.
Clerical Off i ce Practice
1.
To acquire the ability to perform satisfactorily
the fundamental tasks of the business office.
2. To acquaint students with the varied employment
possibilities independent of a knowledge of
shorthand and bookkeeping.
3. To develop a knowledge of the fundamental
processes on office machines.
4. To develop desirable work habits and to inculcate
an appreciation for the importance of clerical
positions
.
Course Content
In planning the office practice course it can readily be
seen that too much work can be attempted on the part of the
instructor if he is not too careful. The time to be spent,
and the extent to which the content of the following units
should be covered will depend entirely upon the number of
students in each class, the equipment available, and the
specific needs of the community.
-.
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I • Filing
The aim of this unit is to acquaint the student with
purpose, value, and uses of filing and filing equipment.
A. Purpose, importance and Application
13. Techniques
1. collecting
2. inspecting
3. reading
4. indexing
5. coding
6. cross-referencing
7. sorting
8. final placement
9. finding
10. follow-up
11. transferring
C. Methods >
1. alphabetic
2 . numb e r
,
nume ri
c
3. geographic
4. subject
5. automatic
6. other types
D. Equipment and supplies
E. Rules and special systems
Office machines
The aim of this unit is to acquaint the student with
the various office machines and to give him the know-
ledge necessary to perform the fundamental processes
on these machines.
ney -Driven oalculators
A. Addition
1. two column
2. three or more columns
,-
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B. Subtraction
C. Multiplication
1. factors of more than two figures
2. indicating decimals
D. Division
1. stroke vjheel method
2. cipher method
E. Care of the machine
Crank-Driven Calculators
A. Addition
1. correcting errors
-on the keyboard
-in the dials
B. Subtraction
1. procedure
-on manual machines
-on electric machines
C. Multiplication
1. stroke wheel
2. repeat key
D. Division
1. decimals
2. decimal ooints
E. Care of the machines
Adding-Listing machines : Ten Key
A. Addition
1. correcting errors
2. clearing machine
B. Subtraction
I.
-
-
C. Multiplication
1. decimals
2. fractions
3. repeat key
D. Special Jieys
1. non-add
2. date
3. sub-total
4. non-print
E. Care of the machine
Full-Bank Adding-Listing Machine
A. Addition
1. clearing machine
2. errors
3. sub-totals
4. speed of operation
a . Subtraction
C. Multiplication
1. decimals
2. fractions
D. Special Keys
E. Care of the machine
Bookkeeping machines
Many bookkeeping machines are on the market at the
present time, and it would be too expensive a
proposition for any school to attempt to get one of
each type. Most small schools h ve found it
advisable to get an adding-listing machine with a
bookkeeping carriage attached.
A. Accounts Receivable
B. Accounts Payable
C. Controlling Accounts
.,
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D. Debit and Credit Balances
E. Proof Methods
F. Statements
Dictating and Transcribing Machines
The aim of this unit is to teach the operation and care
of the equipment. Secretarial office practice students
should be required to transcribe material at the rate
of about 25 words per minute.
A. Dictating Machines
1.
Methods
-on wax cylinders
-on flat records
-voice on wire machines
B. Transcribing Machines
C. Shaving Machines
Stencil Duplicators
The aim of this unit is to give the student a working
knowledge of the various types of stencil duplicators
and duplicating equipment.
A. Duplicators
1. manual and electric
2. open and closed well
B. Stencils
1. types
2. sizes
3. uses
C. Inks and Paper
1. colors
2. weights
3 . qualities
4 . slip-sheeting
Snston UnfverM/
School of Education
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D. Styli and Lettering Guides
1, uses
2. care
S. Methods of cleaning stencils and equipment
F. Care and use of scopes
Chemical and Gelatin Duplicators
A. Duplicators
1. manual and electric
2. chemical and electric
3. methods of operation
4 • renewing and filling
B . Methods of preparing master copies
1. pen and ink
2. carbon
3. pencil
4. ribbon
G. Paper
1. master
2. standard run
D. Corrections and blocking-out
3pe cial Typewriters
A. Long Carriage
1. elite 3nd pica type
2. use and application to other office machines
and business problems
B. Electric Typewriter
1. new touch
2. touch carriage control
3. variance of keyboard and mechanical devices
.•
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C. vantyper
1. variance of type
2. change of type
3. difference in spacing
4. adjustment of touch to machine
Advanced Typewriting
A. Care and manipulation of the machines
B. Form-letter fill-ins
C. Folding, inserting and sealing
U. Tabulating and outlining
E. Bulk envelope addressing.
Other machines
A. Addressograph
B. Multi graph
C. Check Triters
D. Staplers and Office Punches
Office Routine
The aim of this unit is to develop an understanding of
the office routine and procedures, and the value of
personal attitudes.
A. Office organization
B. Personality
1. health
2. manners
3. grooming
4. dependability
5. initiative
6. office conduct
..
*
.
.
C. Reception of office callers
1. receptionists
2. office boy
3. telephone operator
4. reception clerk
5. secretaries
6. classifying callers
7. qualities
8. technique of handling
D. Mail
1. incoming
sorting
opening
examining
dating and timing
routing
2. outgoing
folding
inserting
sealing
stamping
3. postal information
S. Telephone
1. Use of directories
2. special services
3. types of instruments
F. Telegrams, radiograms and 'cablegrams
1. classes
2. special services
3. preparation
G-. Reference Books
(See list of reference books)
H. Transportation
1. goods
railroad
railway express
parcel post
plane

ship
truck
persons
information
methods
accommodations
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CHAPTER IV
TEACHER AIDS IN OFFICE PRACTICE
When an attempt is made to tackle the ability situation,
we have an item that the teacher can do a good job on, if
he will. Since we are preparing students for the business
world, our first task is to find out just vtoat the minimum
business essentials are, and, whether or not we have the
necessary time and equipment to provide them. Our first task
is to plan each unit so that we have time enough to teach
each unit to a point as even the slow learning pupil learns
to master the material and understand it. After carefully
explaining and demonstrating the unit at hand, we find that
the average and above-average students are forging ahead on
the initial assignment. Having known ii advance that this
would occur, we have set up further standards of work which
must be attained in order to earn a grade of C, B, and A.
Additional learnings are required in progressive stages in
order to attain higher grades. This e'tra work is the inform-
ation needed by the student in order to become an exnert, and
should not be merely "busy-work." The more practical this
work is, the more the interest that the student will show.
In this manner each student will have to work to his fullest
capacity in order to attain the grade indicative of his ability.
G.
.
.
.
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If the student completes all of the work required for an
"A", he can be offered further incentive of being allowed to
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practice on and learn the electric typewriter, the vari-
typer, voice -writing machines etc., or be permitted to do
work of his own choice.
The office practice room should not be considered as a
classroom in the accepted sense, but should be considered
as an office in which daily office procedure is followed.
The students should be left free to consult each other; to
move unrestricted about the room; and to consult the reference
books at will. The atmosphere should be one of friandliness
and helpfulness. The instructor should be capable of
demonstrating the machines exactly as a salesman would do.
The pupils gather around the machine and observe, following
instructions, asking questions, and conducting themselves
iust as office workers would do in like circumstances.
TEXTBOOKS
Although there are many fine textbooks on the market
today, the teacher will find that it is almost an impossible
task to find one that can be used as a text without the aid
of other manuals or references. This can be easily under-
stood when one sees the variety of machines and types of
equipment that the student must acquaint himself with. The
following list contains some of the outstanding textbooks
..
•
«
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at the present time:
Gregg, John Robert. Applied Secretarial Practice . New
York: Gregg, 1941.
Loso, F. ’7. and Agnew, F. L. Secretarial Office
Practice
,
Cincinnati : South- ;'estern~ 1943
.
Morrill, A. A., Bessey, M. A., and Yalsh, J. V. Applied
Office Practice . Boston: D. C. Heath, 1931.
Wikdal, E. C., Thompson, C. 0., and Keenly, K. The
Training of a Secretary . Chicago: American, 1938.
Stickney, R. and Stickney, B. G. Office and Secretarial
Training . New York: Prentice -Hall, 1940
.
Robinson, Edwin M. Training for the Modern Office . New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc*., 1939V
Manuals for machine operation at the present time are
flooding the market. Not too long ago the only manuals availaj)
were those published by the manufacturer to accompany his
product. Many of these companies such as the A. B. Dick
Company, Monroe Calculating Machine Company, Burroughs Adding
Machine Company, Dictaphone Corporation, Remington-Rand, and
the Underwood Elliott Fisher Company have maintained educa-
tional divisions whose purpose is to aid tv e schools and
business in the instruction and use of their products. These
companies are to be commended for the fine work that they
have done. In the last few years many manuals written by
educators for use in the schools have appeared. These manuals
have been prepared to give the .student a basic training in the
more commonly used business machines, and are planning to be
as self-instructional as possible. For the main part, the
le
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manuals published by the manufacturer are printed with a
vocational aim in view, that is, to train the student to
the greatest degree of skill possible. On the other hand,
the manuals brought forth by the educators are planned to
give the student an operating and acquaintanceship know-
ledge of the machine.
out-ge 5 ted Textbooks for Machines
Robinson, Messer and Connelly. Office Practice and Secretarial
Administration
. Parker marshall Company, Boston, Mass.
iFasnacht, Harold D. How to Use Business Machines . Gregg
Publishing Company
/Ely and Beaver, Office Appliance Exercises . Gregg Publishing
Company.
•Manual of Instructions for Burroughs Calculator. Burroughs
McTcTing machines uorliTahy^ DbtPOi t
,
ml chi gun
.
^Marchant School Manual. Iviarchant Calculating Machine Company.
Uakland
,
Cfalilorni a
.
/ Ten-Key Adding Listing Machines Course. Peter L. Agnew and
Raymond u . Goodfe l low . southwestern Publishing Company.
--Key-Driven Calculator Course. Peter L. Agnew and Raymond
C. Goodfellow. Southwestern Publishing Company
/Crank-Driven Calculator Course. Goodfellow and Agnew.
Southwe stern Publishing Company
.
f How to use Duplicating Machines, E. ?/. Alexander. Gregg
Publishing Company.
How to Use Crank-Driven Calculators. Albert Stern and Mary
Stuart ."Gregg "Publi shing company
-^Practical Adding Machines Course. Burroughs Adding Machine
Offi ce Practice Course for the Educator Monroe Adding
Calculator, Monroe Calculating Machine Company, Inc
.
,
Orange, Hew Jersey.
com )any

+As further proof that the course is built upon local
'
needs, Table IX shows us that only three out of forty-seven
schools use printed texts, while the majority of the teachers
prefer to build a text for their own needs.
i TABLE IX
TYPE3 0? TEXTBOOKS USED IN OFFICE PRACTICE
Type of Text in use
Number of
Schools
Using
Publishers f text only
Teacher-made text only
Combination of teacher and publishers T texts
3
23
21
TABLE X
TYPE OF INSTRUCTION OFFERED
Basis of instruction
Ytontrer or— -
Schools
Offering
Skill
Famil i ar i za t i on
4
34
Many of the business reference books in the following
list can be found in the nigh School or community libraries,
and many of them should be purchased for use in the office
practice classroom. The many reference books not listed
here can be used with facility if the student has had
practice in using similar books on this list.
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Allen's Synonyms and Antonyms, jr. Sturges Allen, narper &
Brothers, New xork.
American lear r>ook, American xear Book corporation, new York,
The Art Index, H. v/. Wilson uompany, New York.
N. W. Ayer & Sons Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals,
N. W. Ayer & Sons, Inc., Philadelphia.
Book Review Digest, H. W. T7ilson Company, New York.
Bullinger's Postal and Shipping Guide, Bullinger's Monitor
Guide, Inc., New York.
The Business Education Index, The Business Education World,
New York.
Congressional Directory, Superintendent of Documents, Tash-
ington, D. C.
The Hncylopedia Brittanica, Encyclopedia Brittanies, Inc., n.Y.
English Synonyms, Antonyms and Prepositions, James C. Fernald,
Funk and /agnails Company, New York.
Etiquette, Emily Post, Funk and .'agnails Company, New York.
Familiar quotations, John Bartlett, Little, Brown and uompany,
Boston.
Funk and /agnails New Standard Dictionary of the English
Language, Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York.
Instruction in the use of Books and Libraries, L. E. Fay and
A. T. Eaton.
Manners in Business, Eleanor Gregg macGibbon, the maChilian
Company, New York.
The New international Encyclopedia, Funk and 7,'agnails, New York
New York Times Index, New York Times Company, New York.
Official Aviation Guide of the Airways.
Official Hotel Red Book, American Hotel Association Directory
Corporation, New York.
Official National Motor Coach Guide.
Poor's Manuals, Standard and Poor's Corporation, New York.
The Private Secretary T s Manual, Bernice Turner, Prentice -Hall,
Inc., New York.
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature, H. '/. Wilson Company,
New York.
Roget's International Thesearus of English rords and Phrases,
C. 0. S. Maw son, Thomas Y. Crovjell Company, New York.
The Secretary's Guide to Correct modern Usage, C. 0. 3. Maw son,
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York.
Standard Handbook for Secretaries, Lois Hutchinson, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York.
Stenographer's Transcription Reference, . B. Hobson, The Gregg
Publishing Company, New York.
Style Manual of the United States Government Printing Office,
Superintendent of Documents, Tashington, D. C.
Take A Letter, Please! J. B. Opdyke
,
Funk & Wagnalls Company,
New York.
United States Official Postal Guide, Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D. C.
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Who’s Who in America, The A. in
.
Larquis Company, Chicago.
Who’s Who, The macmillan Company, New York.
The World Almanac and Book of ?acts, hew York World -Tele gram,
New York.
World Atlas, Rand, McNally & Company, New York.

Periodicals and Textbooks:
Agnew, P.L. "Principles and Problems of Office Practice,
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, New York
university, 1933.
Baker, b.F., "Modernized Office Practice in the Chicago
Public Schools," American Business Education Dige st
,
March, 1945, p. 117.
Connelly, nary E., "An Organized Office Practice Course,
Dicta shone Educational morum
, 1944, p. 16.
Freeman, M. H., "Duties of the General Office Clerk,"
The American Business Education Diges t
,
may, 1945.
Gabler, J.K.
,
"Teaching Office Machines," Journal of
Business Education
,
December, 1942.
Goodfellow, R.C. & Kahn, G.
,
Projects in Clerical Train!
Cincinnati, Ohio, South-'.re stern RublTThing Co., 1942.'
Kirk, J.G., Mumford, G.E., and t uay
,
Mary, General
Clerical Procedures
,
New York city, Prentice -Hall
Publishing company, 1945.
Strickler, A.F., Seven Steps Toward Simplified Office
Procedure
,
New York City", llcGraw-liill
,
1945 .
Meehan, James R. "The Rotation Plan for Teaching Office
Practice." National Business Education quarterly
,
March, 1935.
Sawyer, in. Mae. "Most Used Filing Terms" Busine ss
Education forld
,
May 1945.
Potter, Thelma u. "How to Sort Material" Busine ss
Education '.To rid
,
March, 1945.

HOMEWORK
/
While much of the material contained in the text is
studied by the class as a unit, there is always that time
during which the students are individually working on the
various machines, it is during this period that many
teachers have found it to be advantageous to use an arith-
metic or spelling text as supplementary material for home-
work purposes. The type of work assigned should not be
merely "busy work", but should materially aid the student
in his office practice training. The teacher should be
very careful in assigning the gathering of time-tables,
price lists, maps, etc., that all students will not attempt
to gather the materials from the same source. While the
idea in itself is educational, the results are sometimes
disastrous in regards to the feelings of the local business-
men.
T33TING PROGBAI.I
The majority of office practice textbooks are now pub-
lished with achievement tests to accompany them. To a great
extent, the manufacturers of the various business machines
have educational departments that have been attempting to
aid the classroom teacher by making tests to accompany the
courses of instructional deoartrients prepared for use with
their machines, m addition to this many of them have awards
that may be made to the students attaining certain measures
;f,
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of skill on the machines, many schools are using the united-
noma business Entrance rests as a check on the achievement
made by the student, m Th e Selection and Training of
1
Personnel Seeley says:
One of the better sets of clerical tests is
the united-iiOMA Business Entrance Tests, sponsored
jointly by the NOMA and the united Business Education
Association. An outgrowth of the National Clerical
Ability Tests, they are designed to determine the
readiness for work of new, but skilled workers who
are hired at intermediary office levels. The battery
includes a filing, machine calculation, bookkeeping,
typewriting, stenography, and a fundamentals test
which, while it is not claimed to be prognostic, may
be considered as predictive since it tends to reflect
a retentive memory. The validity of these tests is
believed to be reasonably well established.
The great idea behind united imOMA Business
Tests is that they can and may became the standard for
commercial education below college leve Is .. .members
of this association should recommend their general
acceptance and use.
Some schools use uivil Service examinations as a basis
of testing. There is a wealth of examining material, but
the problem is to use the examination that will fit
the individual program, many teachers have found that
tests prepared by them for their own course to be best.
These tests can be changed from year to year as the course
content changes. Some teachers keep a card file system with
1
Horace i. Seeley. "The Selection & Training of Personnel
Pm L: lUelpr a
,
Conference Proceedings
,
National Office
Management Association, 1947, pp. 109-17.
.*
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one question on each card. A record is made each time the
question is used on a test to check on the validity of the
question. New tests can be made simply be removing the
desired questions from the file and preparing a master copy
or stencil.
‘r
.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
Reading References
Newman, S.K.
,
"Diagnostic Testing and Remedial Teaching in
Secretarial Practice," Second Yearbook
,
Commercial Edu-
cation Association of New York City and Vicinity, New
York University, School of Education, New York, 1942,
p. 41.
Diagnostic Test Material
Stenographers’ and Typists’ Tests, H.Y7. Rogers, C.H. Stoelting
Company, 424 North Roman St., Chicago, 111. (Per 100, $6.50)
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Reading References
Cowan, H. E., "Reaction of Some Teachers to the National
Clerical Ability Tests," The Balance Sheet
,
South- .e stern
Publishing Company, February, 1939, p. 266.
Datenkamp, C.H., "Comments on the Calculation Machine Test,"
Tenth Yearbook
,
Eastern Commercial Teachers Association,
1200 Jalnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1937, p. 278*
Nash, E.A., and .7oodward, G., "The Filing Testing Program,"
Journal of Business Education
,
Feb. 1939, p. 21.
Nichols, F.G. "National clerical Ability Tests," Business
Education 7orld
,
January, 1938, p. 339.
Nichols, F.G. "Measuring Results of Teaching Clerical Practice"
Journal of Business Education
,
February, 1934, p. 7.
"Filing Ability Test," Tenth Yearbook
,
Eastern Commercial
Teachers Association, 1937, p. 252.
Loso, F. W., "Testing in Office Practice," The Balance Sheet
,
South-.'7e stern Publishing Company, November, 1934, p. T TB
.
"Machine Transcribing Ability Test," Tenth Yearbook
,
Eastern
Commercial Teachers Association, 1937, p. 232.
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Pool, L. B., "Comments on the Dictating machine Transcribing
Ability Test," Tenth Yearbook
,
Eastern Co mercial Teachers
Association, 1957, p. 287
.
"The Stenographic Ability Test," Tenth Yearbook
,
Eastern
Commercial Teachers Association, 1937, p. 139.
Ach ie vement Test Material
Clerical Test D.E.J. Benge, Management Service Company,
3136 North 24th Street, Philadelphia Pa., (A pro-
ficiency test for speed and accuracy in clerical
operations, per set, including manual, key, norms,
and 20 blanks, S3. 00.)
Clerical Test D. E. J. Benge, C. Ch. Stoelting Co., 424
North Eoman Street, Chicago, ill.
Comptometer adding Test, Link and Gilbert, C. K. Stoelting
Company. (Package of 100, 80 cents)
Piling Test, C. H. Stelting Co. Devised by the Scott
Company to eliminate loss of time and money incurred
by misspelled correspondence. (Package of 25 tests,
$5.60.)
I. E. R. General Clerical Tests C-II, Institute of Educa-
tional Research, Columbia University, New York.
Minnesota vocational Test for Clerical 'orkers, D. M.
Andrew and D. G. Paterson, The Psychological
Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Tests on Crank-Driven Calculator, R. C. Goodfellow,
South- Yestern Publishing Company.
Tests on Key-Driven Calculator, R. C. Goodfellow, R. School,
and A. Stern, South -Ye stern Publishing Company.
Thurstone Employment Tests, L. L. Thurstone, ,rorld Book
Book Company, lonkers-on-Hudson, New York
Black stone Stenographic Proficiency Tests, E. G. Blackstone
and M. Yf. McLaughlin, korld Book Company (Package of
25 tests, manual, key and class record, $1.20)
Dictation and Typing Test, Link, H. Stoelting Company
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PROGNOSTIC OR APTITUDE TESTS:
Reading References
Tilford, G. K. ’’Prognostic Tests to Discover Secretarial
Ability,” National contest journal
,
Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York.
itely, J. S., ’’Predicting Stenographic Success Through
Prognostic Tests,” The Balance Sheet
,
South -V/e stern
Publishing Company, March, 1932, p. 242.
Test Materials
Detroit Clerical Aptitudes Examination, E. J. Baker and P. H.
Voelker, Public School Publishing Company, 509-513 North
East Street, Bloomington, 111. iTest consists of eight
parts covering the duties of the general clerk, package of
100, $4.50
)
Detroit General Aptitudes Examination, n. J. Baker, P. H.
Voelker, And A. C. Crockett, Public School Publishing
Company. This test measures clerical aptitude, mechani-
cal aptitude, and intelligence, includes test booklet,
record sheet, answer key, teacher’s handbook, and
analysis chart. Package of 100, $6.00.
I. E. R. General Clerical Tests, C-I, institute of Educational
Research, Columbia University, New xork City.
O’Rourke Clerical Aptitude Test, junior Grade, L. J. O’Rourke,
The Psychological Corporation, Package of 100, 33.00.
Stenographers ’ and Typists’ Tests, h. 7, Rogers, C. H.
Itoelting Company.
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AWARDS
In the advanced classes, just as in the beginning classes,
we find that awards have a great motivating force upon the
student. This device is an excellent one, and as long as
a plan has been set up to where every student regardless of
abilities can attain a level meriting an award, the plan
should be considered as being a good one. Through the demon-
stration technique, a teacher who has secured the confidence
of her pupils has one of the best motivating devices possible.
Prior to the war a motivating device used by one school was
the training for the Civil Jervice Examinations which were
taken by all students in the school. Permiting a student to
use a special piece of equipment’ such as a duplicating machine,
an electric typewriter, a varityper, etc. if he improves
from his present level, whether he be an average student,
or an excellent one may create much interest. forking for
pay is always a great motivating device, provided the teacher
can find opportunity for all pupils to participate in the
program at one time or another. Demonstrations of equipment
by company representatives and demonstrations by speed
champions are of some value providing the demonstration is
brought down to the levels of learning of the students.
Field trips to local concerns, especially if graduates of the
school work there, are always intriguing to the student.
J.
-
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The high points for one class during the past 3/ear was the
attending of the business machines show at the invitation of
the National Association of cost Accountants. Several
leading textbook publishers present certificates and pins
to the students for outstanding performances and special
achievement. Displays, if attractively arranged and if
from actual business organizations can be of value by having
the student compare his work with that known to be of
acceptable business standards.
Visual and Audio-Visual Aids
Visual aids in education are as old as time itself,
although never before have they been used to the extent that
they are at the present time. There is one limitation that
must be constantly stressed, and that is the misuse of a visua
aid. The teacher may use the wrong kind of aid for his parti-
cular subject; he may use pictures that are so complex that
the student cannot comprehend then, or he may use pictures
representing outmoded methods or antiquated appliances. Then,
the aid might be the correct one but is being presented at the
wrong time. it must be remembered that aids are not a course
in themselves but are devised to assist in the traditional
forms of instruction.
Some of the more common methods of selecting visual
aids are
:
1. To select firm by title from a catalog and
"cold" to a class
..
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2. To secure and preview the film.
3. To depend on the evaluation of corape tent critics.
4. To acquaint teachers in visual-methods courses with
the materials available.
5. To produce personal visual aids.
The first mentioned method is not one to be recommended
as there is no check as to whether the material contained is
that which is desired from the class point of view. The
second method is perhaps the best as the teacher can actually
check for all points that she desires to cover in using the
film or other aid. The third method is not quite as satis-
factory as the second, but may be used when conditions do
not .emit a preview. If time is available the method of
presenting the materials to teachers through courses is very
desirable. Certain types of visual aids can be produced
by the teacher, while others, due to the expense involved,
cannot be produced.
It is suggested that a group of teachers form a
visual education department for the purposes of consoli-
dating the equipment and monies available for the use
of visual aids. In this way a system may be set up for
study of material and equipment available; to organize a
system of distribution; to build a library of teaching aids
and to act as a general clearing-house of information and
service for the department, or school system. It is always
well to have one individual or group of individuals responsible
.-
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for the care and upkeep of equipment such as this.
Television , undoubtedly the aid of the future will be
television. Already television stations have been set up
in some of the larger broadcasting stations across the
nation; however, the present limitation is that of being
able to transmit over a short distance only. As the
scientists increase the transmitting range we shall find
that education will be vitalized to an ever increasing degree
Motion Pictures
. The schools all through the nation are
using both sound and silent films as a means of assisting
the traditional forms of education. Sttinger 1 states that
"Lay conducted experiments have tended to prove that eighty-
three per cent of our learning reaches us through the eye and
only seventeen per cent through the other senses." A
great many schools heretofore unable to purchase a machine
are being afforded the opportunity to purchase one of the
excess machines used by the government for training purposes
during the war.
In evaluating a film for classroom use the following
considerations should be made. 'That is the aim of the film?
Is the aim accomplished? In what subjects will this film
be of most advantage and to what grades? Is the film accu-
rate? Is the film suitable as to vocabulary and explanations
^Clifford Ettinger. "Film Guide for Business Teachers"
Journal of business Education. Monthly Feature.
a-
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Can the topics in the film be presented better bp other teach-
ing nethods? What other methods? With what specific topics
in the curriculum can the film be integrated? Is the film
clear in meaning? Unified? Sequential? Detailed? In what
way nay the film stimulate discussion? Is the film technically
good; are the images and sounds: sharp, clear, artistic?
Suggest student reactions expected from the witnessing of this
film.
Many of these films can readily be obtained without cost
from nearby film libraries or from businesses producing the
films for advertising purposes. Some of the films must be
rented at a small cost, and sometimes a deposit must be made
until its return.
Opaque Projectors . The teacher may use this device to
enlarge the page of a textbook, postcards or other material
so that the class may see it on a screen.
Filmslide . This type of slide is now used with sound
by many companies for advertising purposes and can be just
as easily used in the classroom. A voice describes the
situation being presented on a screen by the slide. rn . e film
may be used without the recorded voice, in which case the
teacher may do his own instructing as the filmstrip progresses.
Blackboards . Probably the most widely used aid is the
blackboard which is right at the teacher’s fingertips most
of the time. Through the use of colored chalk aad number
of situations can be presented to the class.
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Textbook Illustration, Probably the oldest known
visual aid is the illustration. The textbook of today is
containing inumberable charts, pictures, graphs, and naps
which have been placed in the text to be used as an aid.
These aids are used for two purposes, either to draw interest
to a certain point, or to stress its use or actual importance.
Exhibi t note rials . Many finished products, raw materials
and semi-raw materials may be used as supplementary material.
Bulletin Boards . Articles and pictures of interest
to the class can be artistically arranged on the bulletin
board. The teacher should be careful not to allow the board
to become anaboh^all by constant addition of articles instead
of frequent changes.
machines , in office practice we have the unique situation
of actually performing on the machine that we are discussing.
The movement of the wheels or dials, the sounding of a warning
bell, and the completion of duplicated cooies tends to create
a great deal of enthusiasm and interest on t' e part of the
class
.
Film Publications
10QQ and Une
r
the blue book of non-theatrical films,
The Educational -Screen, Chicago.
The Educators Guide to Free Films. Educators Progress
Service, Randolph, Wisconsin.
The Educational Film Guide. The H.T. Wilson Company, N.Y.
"Film c-uide for Business Teachers" Journal of Business
Education, monthly feature by Clifford Ettmger.
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C 0QPSPUTI75 TRAINING
.
Many of the secondary schools today afford the student
an opportunity to put to actual practice that which he is
learning in the office practice and other classrooms. This
type of training gives him a much greater sense of responsi-
bility, than he can ever hope to receive in the classroom.
He can put to practice that theory that he has received,
gain poise and self-confidence, and valuable experience
under the guiding hands of the supervisor and the employer.
The schools that are unable to use this system usually
attempt to carry on an "in school" training program by
assisting the various offices and teachers in doing the
clerical and office practice work that is needed.
The student is reported on by the "employer" in both
of the systems used, lie is checked as to the nature and
quality of the work and a resort is also submitted on his
personal traits.
.<
'
.
Y/ith"A chain is no stronger than its weakest link.”
this quotation in mind, the first point in personality
development is brought to the fore. That personality is
of course the personality of the teacher! I Just as a dead
battery gives no electricity, neither does positive person-
ality radiate from a cross, a sullen, or an apathetic teacher.
The ability, enthusiasm, human understanding, business
knowledges, and experience of the teacher can do more to
develop business ethics and personality than any other factor.
Many textbooks offer check-lists and suggested ways of
improving personality, but how can a lifeless object such as
a piece of printed material incite a student towards developin
pleasing and magnetic personality, if the te.acher will only
SK0 7 the student the right way by her constant demonstration
of the correct procedures, the present generation of students
certainly has a bright future in store for them. Each and
every graduate will be the model office worker that the
businessman of today is looking for.
if the teacher has had some practical experience in the
business field and runs her classroom so that it has a
businesslike air about it, her class will undoubtedly develop
the correct attitudes. The teacher must study her students
and attempt to assist them on any of their noticeable weak
points, if this is done carefully and honestly the teacher
will certainly gain the confidence and respect of the pupil-
3
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TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS ?
Eastern Business Teachers Association
or
national Business Teachers Association—membership
and copies of American Business Education and of
Yearbook $2.00
United Business Education Association—membership,
UBEA Eorum and National Business Education
Quarterly . 2.00
Commercial Education Association of the City of
New York and Vicinity--membership and Yearbook 1.75
Southern Business Education Association—membership
and Modern Business Education 1.00
The Balance Sheet " free
Business Education Index 1.00
The Business Education 7/orld 2.00
The Journal of Business Education 1.00
Business Education Outlook free
Tri-State Business Educator 1.00
.-
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Table XXV1
List of Books, Pamphlets, and Periodicals found by
Teachers to' be most helpful in teaching the course, 100
Schools Reporting.
Material Frequency
Gregg Writer
Balance Sheet
Journal of Business Education
Time Tables, Directories, and Guides
McNamara-Secretarial Training
House Organs from Manufacturing Companies
SoRelle -Secretarial Training
McClelland-Office Training and Standards
Newspapers and Business Magazines
Rowe Budget
H. B. Dick-Mimeograph Manual
Nichols—A New Conception of Office Practice
Strumpf-Problems in Office Prac. and Bus. Style
System
World Almanac
Taintor and Monroe—Secre tary 1 s Handbook
American Shorthand Teacher
Report of Jurveys
Gregg Company Words
Taintor--Training for Secretarial Practice
Yawman and Erbe Teachers Guide--Filing
Chartres and Vhitley--Analysis of Secretarial
Practice
13 .^Department of Educational Reports
Harvard Bulletin in Education
Gregg—Secretarial Dictation
Business
Dun and Bradstreet--Registers
Others mentioned but once
Not any used
11
11
10
10
9
6
5
5
5
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
O
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
52
48
"Shith P. Holmdahl. The Teaching of Office Practice .
Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, page 20.
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PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW UP
It has been said that all commercial students should
study office practice as a sort of terminal course correla-
ting all of the knowledge that they have learned. This
being the case, it is suggested that the office practice
teacher is perhaps in the best position tosee the possi-
bilities of the student and in the key spot to handle the
placement position, here at his fingertips he has a large
number of students to assist in the necessary paper work,
a wealth of machines and filing equipment are ever present,
and the students are at the point of maximum training afforded
by the secondary school. It is this course that has been
arranged to satisfy the needs of the community in regard
to the machines used for training, is it not logical, there-
fore, to assume that this teacher is the one that best knows
the needs of the businessman and is therefore in the best
possible position to place the right student in the right job.
In the maintaining of a follow-up system, we find that
the office practice course and its teacher can handle the
situation with complete ease. By handling a real task, we
find that the student has a great deal more interest in the
work that he has to accomplish.
.t
.
.
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THE SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS.
Secondary Schools
. The majority of secondary schools
throughout the nation today have a commercial or business
department functioning within its walls. Some of the very
small schools are limited to typewriting or perhaps bookkeeping
and one or two additional subjects, while many of the very
large cities have a whole school devoted to the purpose of
business education.
Vocational and Post Graduate Schools . There are a very
limited number of these schools which offer a much more con-
centrated course than do the commercial courses of the secon-
dary schools.
Business Schools . The private business school was per-
haps the first school to offer commercial courses in this
country, and have been the leaders in vocational commercial
education since they began. Many of them have a leaning to-
wards the collegiate type of training at the present time.
Junior College . These schools are an outgrowth of the
I
private business school and the secondary post-graduate courses.
Colleges. Many of the colleges of today offer commercial
work as a part of its training or in a special school of
business administration.
All of these schools offer courses in office practice,
and in business machines to the student, .'/he re a s the teachers
of these subjects originally were "borrowed" from another
branch of the secondary school or from the business world, we
\.
c
.
.
.
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now find courses of instruction in the various colleges and
teacher-training institutions
.
GRADING
In the grading of office practice or of any other course
the teacher should remember that no one performance or item
of evaluation can be used in fairness to either the teacher
or student. Because of individual differences, the variable
assignment plan is very satisfactory as to the amount of
work required and the standards of achievement desired
for each particular grade, items that should be considered
are speed, accuracy, completed exercises, manipulation,
arrangement of material, achievement, exercises, tests,
attitudes, attendance, class behavior, job proficiency and
production.
To me the variable assignment plan appears to be a very
satisfactory method in assigning grades to our office
practice students. If in our teaching we create the
\
desire on the part of the student to work, to the fullest
extent of his or her abilities, arid then when this point
is reached, to continue to turn out work on a production
basis for either the experience or extra credit, then we
can consider that we are doing a good job in our teaching,
and that our grading system is a fair one. It is rather
doubtful that the first plan that we set up will be the
'.
.
••
'
.
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perfect one, undoubtedly we shall have to refine our system
from time to time. This will be necessary as the aims of
both education and of business will change from year to
year as equipment and methods improve, and, we have every
reason to believe that they will do so. if we will gather
all of the information, suggestions and advice of the
leading educators and business: en of the day and analyze
this information, I am sure that we can come up with the
minimum essentials required and needed by the beginning
office worker, i'rom this point, the essentials necessary
to become a progressively better worker can be analyzed and
standards set for" other 'grade levels.
..
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